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ABSTRACT
The acl of CUlling of agricultural material is one of the most important

operations that Jj'equently arise during the cutting, separation and crushing
processes of plants. Tile cutting process of agricultural plants is more
complicated thanlhe CUlling ofengineering materials (as steel, copper alloys,
... etc.). This is due to that most of the engineering materials are
homogeneous and isotropic, whereas the plants arc non·homogeneous and
non·isotropic m<lterials.

In this sludy, mathematical relations for the act of CUlling could be
Ibrmulated Il,r Ihe CUlling energy required for performing the cutting process.

The different parameters ailccting the performance of the cutting
process have been investigated and categorized into four predominant groups,
namely; CUlling 1001 parameters group, plant parameters group, machine
parameters group, and a mixed group. Each of these groups of parameters has
been studied in details to show the etTects of these parameters on the cutting
process and therefore, gelling the optimum values of these parameters of
these groups.

The study showed that the main important parameter of the cutting tool
is the kni fe edge angle, and that of the plant material is the moisture content
parameter, whereas, for the machine working performance, the main
parameter is the CUlling rotational speed. At the end of the study, some
recommended values fix the cutting process parameters have been provided
to get Ihe minimum amount of energy consumed to accomplish the cutting
process.

I·)ntrod lIclioll
The eUlting process orthe agricultural planls plays an important role in

the agricu/lural engineering fields. This cutting process may be a cutting
process for the plants during the harvesting operation, and/or crushing and
shredding of the plant residues for size reduction to be suitable for further
stages of compost processes. There are many parameters governing the. ,
cutting process; some ofthese parameters are related to the cutting dlachine,
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